
“Sonya is a beautiful Light in this world. I highly 
recommend her workshops.”

~ Vialet Rayne | Littleton, CO

This Workshop is for YOU if you are:
4 seeking inner peace and control over troubling 
thoughts, fears & fantasies
4 consistently struggling to balance aspects of your 
life: prosperity, family, health, love, work, spirituality
4 ready to overcome stuck, demoting habits that 
prevent your growth & self-confidence
4 curious about your metaphysical anatomy 
beyond aura photos and what you’ve learned in yoga
4 a healer wanting deeper knowledge of spiritual 
anatomy & techniques to re-set clients & self

Bountiful, Blissful, 
Beautiful! 

MEDITATION WORKSHOP
Ten Light Bodies of

Consciousness
 with Sonya Shannon

What is Soul Numerology?
The numbers of your birth—the Divine date 

given when “you” began—are special codes. They 
unlock the three distinct challenges of your Soul, 
past Karma, and life Path, along with two God-given 
strengths of your Gift and Destiny. These five aspects 
of your spiritual anatomy are unique to you. Each 
number relates to one of the Ten Light Bodies of 
Consciousness (explained below). You'll study your 
profile in class and learn how each of the Ten Bodies 
works. You will discern the source of your chronic 
patterns—and how to reliably enhance the assets you 
possess to promote your life force energy!

What are the Ten Light Bodies?
Most people know about two of our bodies: our 

physical body, which we borrow from Planet Earth 
during our lifetime, and our soul, which is immortal. 
Metaphysically, we human beings are made up of ten 
bodies: the physical body, three mental bodies, and 
six subtle energy bodies (one of which is the soul). 
Learning about all ten bodies gives us much greater 
prospects to live life prosperously and consciously—
in a state of bliss!

The Ten Bodies are powerful capacities of the 
psyche. Certain Bodies manifest as specific strengths 
in our numerology, while others pose specific 
challenges. For example, if we are born with our 
Positive Mind (projective ability) in a challenge position, 
when stressed we easily get stuck in negativity. Why? 
Instead of generating helpful solutions, the Positive 
Mind bends toward our Negative Mind, encouraging 
it like a cheerleader to go deeper into destructive or 
unhelpful thoughts, words, and behaviors.

Fortunately, using our soul numerology, we learn 
techniques to activate, concentrate, and align the 
energies of each Light Body. We will cover various 
meditations to practice at home, customized for your 
unique soul numerology.

Are the Ten Bodies part of the Chakras?
Actually, it’s the other way around! Chakras 

are part of the Seventh Light Body–the Aura. The 
functions of each Chakra relates to the first seven 
Bodies. By strengthening the first seven Bodies (the 
three Mental Bodies, your Physical Body, your Soul, 
Arcline and Aura), the flow of energy through your 
Chakras will become balanced and stronger.

Regular Registration $444 
Earlybird discount ONLINE $333
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Register Online
transformation-oracle.com

Healing Wings Sanctuary
1878 Twin Lakes Circle, Loveland CO 80538

SonyaShannonArtist@gmail.com

Sonya Shannon is an 
artist, author, reader, and 
teacher. A mystic vision at 
age 11 revealed her higher 
purpose and path.  At 15, 
she began to create divinely 
inspired artwork and to 
channel spiritual messages. 
Her journey led to Kundalini 
yoga and meditation. She 
is passionate about helping 
people overcome childhood 
wounds, and believes 
that each human being 
is entitled to a birthright 
of empowerment, self-
fulfillment, and connection to 
the Divine.

Awaken Your Self!
Saturday  April 1 • 10am - 5pm
Sunday  April 2 • 10am - 5pm 

Healing Wings Sanctuary
1878 Twin Lakes Circle, Loveland CO 80538



Sunday • April 2, 2023 | 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

day 2 | The Higher Five Light Bodies
Ignite Your Energy Bodies

6 ~ Your Arcline
Focus & Truthfulness

7 ~ Your Aura and Chakras
Uplift & Nurture Others

8 ~ Your Pranic (Life Force/Breath) Body
Fearlessness & Vital Energy

9 ~ Your Subtle (Akashic) Body
Protection &  Discernment

10 ~ Your Radiant Body
Higher Consciousness & Connection to Eternity

11 ~ All the Bodies Combined
Channel Divine Wisdom for All

Put It All Together
Creating Your Destiny

Activate and balance the Ten Light Bodies, according 
to your personal soul numerology!

Saturday • April 1, 2023 | 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

day 1 | The Lower Five Light Bodies
Intro to Soul Numerology

Your Unique Soul Numerology
Personal numerology, calculated from your birthday.

Introduction to the Light Bodies
Your Challenge Bodies
Your Strength Bodies

Balance Your Mental & Physical Bodies
1 ~ Your Soul Body

Being You, Yourself
2 ~ Your Negative (Protective) Mind

Relationships & Duality
3 ~ Your Positive (Projective) Mind

Life's Pleasures
4 ~ Your Neutral (Meditative) Mind

Intuition & Compassion
5 ~ Your Physical Body

Share Your Strengths

What People Are Saying...
“This workshop helped me release a very old pattern 
and restore my hope. I could see how my higher self is 
connected, I could see me becoming One. The course notes 
and definitions are wonderful—so much was given! ”

~ Deborah Bentley | Pueblo, CO

“The teaching on the Ten Bodies, which we had never 
heard, opened up awareness of a lingering issue—and 
a way to heal and transform. The book, music, and 
activities were easily understood, and Sonya did an 
amazing job of presenting it all in love with a joyful spirit.”

~ Joann Pullara | Pueblo, CO

“I felt such a powerful connection to myself and my 
Higher Power (GOD) through the different techniques 
of breath work, mudras, postures, and eye focus. The 
music and incense prepared me for the journey. Sonya’s 
teaching brought me closer to my inner self.”

~ Kevin Gallegos | Pueblo West, CO

“This workshop gave me new and beautiful ways to 
connect with the Divine. I L.O.V.E.D. the prayer walk - 
such calmness and energy. The meditation to focus the 
mind touched me very deeply, especially when we would 
come to 'Death'—very moving. Sonya created a very 
relaxing, peaceful, sacred environment. I recommend this 
class for grieving persons - I was finally able to release my 
loved one.

~ Roxann Murphy | Pueblo West, CO

“The weekend meditation workshop taught me how to 
go deeper. I loved all of it! I felt deeper love within me. I 
loved the music! The activities were awesome. Great oral 
presentation, with every part covered well and deeply."

~ Pastor Nick Pullara, Pueblo, CO

“The music was wonderful...very relaxing. I enjoyed the 
personal stories that Sonya shared. So grateful to have 
the notebook of course information. Loved this workshop 
- everyone would benefit from taking it."

~ Lin Walsh | Littleton, CO

“I liked that everything was very practical. There were 
things to do. It felt like a field trip. I loved that the music 
playlist was included! Very well organized. ”

~ Jamie Gage | Pueblo West, CO


